
 
 
 
 
 
 

Swimming in Rapids 
 

One of the most eye-opening exercises is swift water rescue (SWR) classes are the swimming drills in 
rapids.  Sadly, few practice these perishable skills and suffer the consequences when they are forced to 
swim for real.  Flush drowning is the number one cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers and strong 
swimming skills along with immediate attention to rescues would greatly reduce these fatalities.  In my 
SWR Instructor Certification classes everyone feared the Big Swim drill.  This was done in the second 
week of the course after the candidates gained lots of practice in much easier venues.  The Big Swim 
exercise is in a long rapid with sizable waves and a good recovery pool below.  The goal is to use the 
river features to cross the river before the pool below.  All stated that the swim taught them very valuable 
lessons in conserving energy and just how easy a flush drowning can take place.  

The key takeaways in this article are: 

• Strong swimming skills in rapids save lives 
• Swimming skills require training & practice 
• Flush drowning is the #1 cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers 

Types of Swimming Tactics 
There are two broad types of swimming tactics: 

• Defensive 
• Offensive 

Swimming in rapids can be very exhausting.  Defensive swimming enables you to take periodic rests and 
raise your head to scout the rapids below.  The downside is minimal directional control.  Offensive 
swimming enables you to go faster than the current in a direction of your choosing.  This also allows you 
to ferry and catch eddies much like paddling.  Offensive swimming is pretty much required in most spills 
unless you capsize near the bottom of a rapid. 

Swimming Hazards 
There are a variety of hazards paddlers need to be aware of in swimming rapids: 

• Foot Entrapments 
• Strainers 
• Undercuts 
• Sieves 
• Large Holes 
• Limited Visibility 
• Manmade Hazards 
• Impact from other boaters 



Therefore, getting the swimming to a relatively safe stable area as quickly as possible is so important.  
Foot entrapments are not uncommon and require proper swimming technique to avoid this fate.  Your feet 
and waist can make an excellent hook on tree branches and inconvenient shaped rocks below the surface 
of the water.  When swimming, pay attention to your legs keeping them on the surface of the water.  Also 
avoid the temptation to stand in fast moving water, wait for an eddy and preferably something to grab on 
to.  When swimming to shore, wait till your hands touch bottom and crawl to a standing position.  
Swimming is much faster than wading and a great deal safer in moving water. 

Visibility is a major challenge, let’s face it your eyes are less than 1’ above the surface.  If boaters are 
nearby assisting you, pay attention to their directions as they can see a great deal more than you can and 
much further downstream. Take advantage of wave tops to scout downstream for hazards. 

Holes with a large backwash can be a problem.  Avoid these where possible.  Swimmers have one 
advantage over boats though, we can change our shape much easier which often is helpful in escaping 
holes.  Look for breaks in the hole you can escape from or consider swimming to the sides.  In some 
cases, you may be able to accentuate the momentum and dive forcefully to the bottom and ride the jet 
stream below to escape. 

Avoid the temptation to remove your life jacket as you will need it after you escape.  When approaching 
holes or large drops, ball up at the last minute to avoid penciling in and hitting the bottom.  This will help 
in avoiding a foot entrapment and reduces how far down you submerge. 

 

Manmade hazards from horrific undercuts.  Concrete structures generally have steel reinforcement bars 
(rebar) which can cut through plastic and snag your PFD or spray skirt.  Most of the time we portage 
rapids with these structures, why take the chance? 

Defensive Swimming 
Defensive swimming is used to conserve energy, line up drops and scouting.  To perform this maneuver, 
lay face up with your back on the surface of the water and toes pointed up to the sky.  Maneuvering is 
pretty much setting your angle and taking backstrokes with your arms.  Your feet can act as shock 
absorbers off rocks.  You can also flex your knees a bit on impact and launch from large rocks. 

 



Sadly, many boaters only use defensive swimming hoping to ride out the rapid.  This is OK on short 
rapids with large pools below but can be hazardous in long and big rapids or tight steep rapids.  In these 
situations, a more aggressive approach is called for. 

It’s generally a good idea to hang on your gear: boat and paddle.  Boats provide a great deal of buoyancy, 
far more than your PFD.  The average PFD has 15 pounds of positive buoyancy.  A cubic foot of air is 64 
pounds.  The average 70-gallon kayak (upside down) has a whopping 650 pounds of positive buoyancy.  
This is more than enough to stay on the water surface in a large backwash should that be necessary.  As 
always, keep the boat downstream from yourself to avoid being caught between a rock and a boat full of 
water. 

Your paddle can be used to provide much more powerful swimming propulsion as will be discussed 
below. 

 

Here is a nice video on Defensive Swimming. 

Offensive Swimming 
Offensive swimming is a skill all paddlers need to develop and periodically practice.  This skill will save 
your life in long rapids and high gradient runs.  Flush drowning comes from exhaustion and both 
defensive and offensive swimming can be exhausting.  Flush drowning also takes place when we 
accidentally swallow when partially submerged. 

When scouting the rapids below, look for the nearest stabilization spot.  This can be a midstream eddy, 
the side of the creek, or even a gravel bar with some sparse shrubs.  Now pretend you are a boat and use a 
combination of strong swimming strokes, ferries and eddy turns to get to that spot.  You will need to be 
swimming chest down and take periodic views with your head raised.  It’s crucial to pick a spot you are 
confident you can make – offensive swimming takes a lot of energy.  Once there, take a significant break, 
look for help and plot your next move. 

 

A great place to practice this skill is at a local slalom course.  Try to catch as many slalom gates as you 
can using the various water features like waves, eddies, etc. 

Here is a nice video on Offensive Swimming. 

Ferry Technique 
Executing a proper ferry in fast water can sometimes be challenging.  Just like boating, try to balance the 
current force downstream with strong forward strokes.  Angle the body so your head is pointing towards 
the shore with an angle that matches the current speed – smaller angles like 15o for fast current, larger 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hI5P77HtIgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXcAlFj5Qxk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rqoe1OkvEI


angles like 45o for slower current.  If you are blown off your angle, don’t fret as it’s relatively easy to 
reset again.  You can use waves much like a boat executes a jet ferry to save energy.  The same goes for 
minor eddies or slack water throughout the ferry. 

 

This video provides excellent demonstrations of the full range of aggressive swimming techniques 
including the ferry. 

Eddy Turns 
Catching eddies while swimming is a crucial and lifesaving skill.  There are some similarities and 
differences catching eddies while swimming and doing the same in a boat.  Catch eddies high.  The wake 
formed by an obstruction gets wider the further downstream from the beginning.  Wakes or eddy lines are 
turbulent and unstable, we want to spend as little time in them as possible.  Think of piercing the eddy 
line at a 90o angle.  If you are parallel to the eddy line, you will simply bounce off the eddy and back into 
the current.  Swim forcefully when engaged in the eddy line zone.  A few seconds of extra power pays 
huge dividends, you can rest once the eddy starts pulling you upstream. 

 

Regarding barrel rolls, a quick one once on the eddy line can be helpful but multiple rolls is 
counterproductive.  Once in the turbulence, concentrate on powering through with forceful strokes. 

Here is a nice video on swimming into eddies. 

Big Holes & Drops 
When swimming over large ledges or into hydraulics, we need to be very concerned about foot 
entrapment.  The standard feet downstream position for defensive swimming tends to sink the body and 
especially feet deep in the drop.  Your feet will often hit bottom which may have an inconvenient rock 
shelf facing to snag your foot.  Balling up can help avoid this issue and reduces your rate of descent.   Use 
your arms to position yourself head high; feet/tail low when entering the drop. 

 

If caught in a backwash, stay calm and assess your situation.  Do you have your boat – great, hang on to 
that valuable floatation device.  If being recirculated, grab a breath before going under and power swim 
down deep to catch the forceful stream of water at the bottom of the hole.  Look for breaks in the hole and 
swim towards them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PwEgfX5W2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNB4YHeGmIc


Breath Timing 
Timing your breaths is an important skill when swimming in big waves.  Today’s lifejackets 
unfortunately have less buoyancy than those we used to wear decades ago.  Rescue vests generally have 4 
extra pounds of positive buoyancy which will certainly boost your confidence once capsized.  Holes, 
drops, and waves will often submerge you in rapids.  Practice swimming can help you in predicting when 
you are about to go deep.  Stay calm and grab a breath prior to any significant drop or just prior to 
cresting a large wave.   

Importance of PFD 
Your chances of survival swimming rapids without a life jacket are marginal at best.  For many decades, 
lack of a life jacket was the number one cause of whitewater fatalities and still is for novices.  I don’t 
recommend wearing your primary PFD to pool sessions in the Winter.  Chlorine breaks down the 
stitching and it’s difficult to fully rinse the jacket in a shower.  I do recommend float testing your jacket 
every year by wearing and jumping into a deep freshwater pool.  Your head should float completely 
above the surface, if not – it’s time to retire that jacket.  Look for any tears or issues with closures as well. 

Inspect your jacket for items that may snag.  Always use locking carabiners, ropes in rescues have a bad 
tendency to open nonlocking carabiner gates.  Tow tethers need to be self-releasing on both ends in case 
you are knocked unconscious.  If hooking the carabiner on your vest, do so with a broken plastic D Ring. 

Get a good rescue knife, test it on retired climbing rope.  The knife should cut through the rope in under a 
second.  The knife can be secured in a snug sheath on the outside of your vest or in your PFD front 
pocket.  Wherever you store it, it should be accessible within seconds. 

 

This is an extensive article on Lifejackets. 

Gear Logistics 
Besides the lifejacket, helmets are a crucial piece of gear for whitewater paddlers.  This is an item I 
suggest purchasing locally and work with the store on proper sizing and outfitting. 

Hang onto your boat during a swim – you never know when it will come in handy.  Boats provide an 
incredible amount of flotation making it easy to keep your head above water.  You can push your torso up 
on a boat and use leg kicks to power quickly to shore.  This position makes it easy to scout and 
maneuvering through rapids is easy and fun as well.  Finally, a boat half full of water can act as a great 
launching ramp if needed to avoid a strainer.   

Swimming with a paddle takes practice.  Once you master this skill you can traverse wide streams much 
faster than swimming without a paddle.  Paddles once let go blend in with darker water and get trapped in 
difficult to reach places.  You will need that paddle after your gear is recovered.  This is why we typically 
carry a breakdown paddle in our group gear. 

In addition to inspecting your PFD for snag hazards, check the inside of your boat for the same.  
Everything in the boat should be securely fastened with no loose rope or cord that may entangled your 
feet. 

Examples 

https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Life-Vests.pdf
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Helmets-1.docx


The following two videos are well worth watching.  Both are excellent examples on surviving swims in 
exceptionally hostile conditions.  They are well narrated providing great instruction on technique. 

• Staircase Swim in High Water 
• Great Example on Teamwork Avoiding a Flush Drowning 

Summary 
Everyone swims eventually, even the experts.  In Between Swims is a great series of podcasts on this and 
related subjects.  Many paddlers concentrate on rolling practice to reduce this risk but how many practice 
swimming in rapids?  All SWR classes run exercises on this critical skill.  Whitewater swimming takes 
can be exhausting so its important to maintain your fitness via cardio throughout the year.  Strong 
swimming skills are just as important as rolling, first aid, and paddling skills – you never know when you 
may need this skill to save your life or others. 

   

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/10290133
https://www.nrs.com/safety_tips/almost.asp
http://inbetweenswims.libsyn.com/
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